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　Major economic indices show us Japan in 2015 is experiencing gradual but steady 

economic growth and is at the dawn of recovery from the long-lasting deflation.

　This can be regarded as the proof that Japanese government actively promoted 

innovation, the source of industrial competitiveness.

　It greatly helps continuous innovation and national wealth to increase, leading Japanese 

technology to the higher level, the world symbol of which would be the invention of blue 

LED, which won a Nobel Prize in Physics last year. 

　We can see people's wisdom and creativity are firmly stimulated. This situation makes 

it worth special mention that the Cabinet of Japan decided the goal of the world's best IP 

nation to promote innovation.

　JPO has already started enforcing progressive IP administration aiming at more 

sophisticated and quicker examination and more competitive IP system etc. We should 

pay attention especially to the following points :  1. the average time necessary to obtain 

a patent will be within 14 months in the next 10 years ;  2. the system for Japanese search 

in Chinese and Korean patent documents was launched in this January ;  3. renewed IP 

information service called J-PlatPat will be introduced in this March ;  4. "post-grant 

review proceedings" are coming in this April.

　We, Towa International Patent Firm Group, will make a best effort to help clients 

engaged in building up an IP strategy, a compass in business management, with a keen 

and close eye on the changes in IP circumstances. Thank you for your support and 

encouragement.

　


